The primary taste of dried bonito dashi is thought to be umami, elicited by inosine 5′-monphosphate (IMP) and l-amino acids. The present study compared the taste qualities of 25% dashi with 5 basic tastes and amino acids using conditioned taste aversion methods. Although wild-type C57BL/6J mice with compromised olfactory systems generalized an aversion of dashi to all 5 basic tastes, generalization was greater to sucrose (sweet), citric acid (sour), and quinine (bitter) than to NaCl (salty) or monosodium l-glutamate (umami) with amiloride. At neutral pH (6.5-6.9), the aversion generalized to l-histidine, l-alanine, l-proline, glycine, l-aspartic acid, l-serine, and monosodium l-glutamate, all mixed with IMP. Lowering pH of the test solutions to 5.7-5.8 (matching dashi) with HCl decreased generalization to some amino acids. However, adding lactic acid to test solutions with the same pH increased generalization to 5′-inosine monophosphate, l-leucine, l-phenylalanine, l-valine, l-arginine, and taurine but eliminated generalization to l-histidine. T1R1 knockout mice readily learned the aversion to dashi and generalized the aversion to sucrose, citric acid, and quinine but not to NaCl, glutamate, or any amino acid. These results suggest that dashi elicits a complex taste in mice that is more than umami, and deleting T1R1 receptor altered but did not eliminate their ability to taste dashi. In addition, lactic acid may alter or modulate taste transduction or cell-to-cell signaling.
Introduction
Dried bonito dashi is a traditional Japanese broth widely used in Japanese cuisine to enhance flavor through a combination of taste and olfactory sensations, an effect that is described as providing a "satisfying fullness and freshness" to food items (Takahashi 2009) . Dashi is a complex substance containing classic umami (inosine 5′-monophosphate [IMP], l-amino acids), sour (lactic acid), and bitter (histidine, creatinine, anserine, and carnosine) components as well as over 400 odorants such as ammonium, pyridine, 2-methylfuran, guaiacol, phenol, and cyclopentanone that add to its taste and aroma (Fuke et al. 1989; Kawaguchi 2005; Honda et al. 2006) . The dashi flavor is preferred not only by many humans but also by laboratory rodents (Kondoh et al. 2011; Kondoh, Matsunaga, Ueta, et al. 2012; Kondoh, Matsunaga, Yamazaki, et al. 2012; Ackroff et al. 2014 ). This preference is enhanced with repeated exposure to dashi (Kondoh et al. 2011 ), suggesting potential positive postingestive effects on dashi preference. However, intragastric infusion of dashi does not enhance its flavor preference in mice (Ackroff et al. 2014 ). If dashi does not have a postingestive effect, then why is dashi attractive to rodents and humans and an indispensable part of Japanese cuisine?
In any type of dashi, the major and most important taste quality is thought to be umami (Yamaguchi and Ninomiya 2000; Takahashi 2009 ). Umami is generally accepted as 1 of 5 basic tastes and is often assumed to signal the presence of proteins and l-amino acids in foods. Umami taste is independent of salty, sour, sweet, and bitter tastes (Yamaguchi 1991) and is often described as "meaty" or "savory." Monosodium l-glutamate (MSG) is a prototypical umami substance. Another defining characteristic of umami is a potentiated enhancement (synergism) of umami taste intensity when glutamate or MSG is mixed with IMP or guanylate 5′-monophosphate, which also has a strong umami taste (Yamamoto et al. 1991; Wifall et al. 2007 ). This effect is assumed to occur through a T1R1 + T1R3 receptor heterodimer expressed in type II taste receptor cells (Nelson et al. 2002; Damak et al. 2003; Zhao et al. 2003; Chaudhari and Roper 2010) . The T1R1 + T1R3 receptor likely plays an important role in the taste of dried bonito dashi because it has also been identified as a general l-amino acid taste receptor in rodents (Nelson et al. 2002) . When expressed in human embryonic kidney cells, the response of this receptor to l-amino acids is enhanced with the addition of IMP (Nelson et al. 2002) . In addition to the T1R1 + T1R3 receptor, other umami receptor candidates, including the metabotropic glutamate receptors (Chaudhari et al. 1996; Toyono et al. 2003 Toyono et al. , 2007 San Gabriel et al. 2007 Chaudhari and Roper 2010) , may contribute to the overall umami sensation and to the tastes of l-amino acids (Nakashima et al. 2001; Eschle et al. 2009 ). As shown in Table 1 , a number of free amino acids and IMP have been identified in dried bonito dashi (Fuke et al. 1989; Honda et al. 2006 ). If umami is the primary taste quality of dashi, it may be the result of the combined signaling of free amino acids and IMP activating T1R1 + T1R3 and other umami receptors.
The present study investigated the taste qualities of dried bonito dashi by using conditioned taste aversion (CTA) methods in mice. CTA methods can assess whether 2 substances evoke similar taste qualities (Garcia and Koelling 1966; Nowlis et al. 1980; Bures et al. 1998; Frank et al. 2003; Spector 2003) . Conditioning a CTA to a taste can occur if a mouse experiences gastric distress after being exposed to a novel taste solution. Generalization of this CTA to another substance readily occurs if the second solution elicits taste qualities that are similar to the first solution (stimulus generalization). Moreover, the greater the similarity of the tastes of the 2 substances, the greater the amount of generalization (Garcia and Koelling 1966; Bures et al. 1998; Spector 2003) . CTA methods were used to address several questions. The first question was whether dried bonito dashi elicited a taste in wild-type (WT) mice that was primarily umami or, in view of the variety of compounds present in dashi, a more complex taste sensation. The second question was whether individual amino acids might be capable of contributing to the taste of dashi. In addition, because there is a substantial amount of lactic acid present in dashi, we also asked whether lactic acid might affect the nature of the tastes elicited by the individual amino acids. Last, because T1R1 + T1R3 receptors detect l-amino acids, we tested genetically modified mice in which the T1R1 allele was deleted to determine if the absence of this receptor altered the taste qualities of dashi. The results of these experiments suggest that dried bonito dashi elicits taste sensations much more complex than umami. In addition, our results suggest that lactic acid may be able to modify the sensations elicited by l-amino acids.
Materials and methods

Subjects
All mice were males between 9 and 14 weeks of age and weighed between 20 and 31 g at the beginning of the experiment. WT C57BL/6J mice were obtained from Jackson Laboratory. The T1R1 knockout (KO) mice were raised from a breeding pair generously donated by Dr Alan Spector at Florida State University. These mice were originally derived at the University of California San Diego (Zhao et al. 2003) . Briefly, Zhao et al. replaced exon 6 that predicted the 7 transmembrane domain with a PGK neo r cassette in R1ES. The ES clone was injected into C57BL/6 blastocytes. Chimeric adults were then backcrossed with C57BL/6 for 2 generations. Genetic deletion of the Tas1r1 gene was verified for all KO mice using standard polymerase chain reaction procedures prior to testing. All mice were housed in groups of 2-4/cage and were weighed daily. Each mouse was tested at the same time each day during light portion of the 12:12 h cycle. Purina Lab Chow was available ad libitum throughout the study. All animals were adapted to a 23-h deprivation schedule for at least a week before the first training session. The experimental protocol was reviewed and approved by the University of Vermont Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and was performed in accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.
Brief access equipment
All training and test sessions for the CTA experiments were conducted in 4 computer-controlled Davis MS160 Rigs (DiLog Instruments). The computer controlled all timing parameters. Each of these devices has a chamber measuring 30 cm long × 14.5 cm wide × 15 cm high. The sides of the chamber were Plexiglas covered with opaque material, so the mouse could not see outside the chamber. The front panel of each chamber was stainless steel with an oval opening covered by a shutter. Tubes with the taste solutions were mounted on a mobile tray located immediately behind the shutter. For a given trial, the computer positioned the desired stimulus bottle directly behind the shutter and then opened the shutter to give the mouse access to the lick spout. The computer also regulated the order of stimulus presentations in each session and counted the number of licks (a lick was counted when the mouse made contact with the lick spout) emitted during each trial.
Dried bonito dashi
The dashi dried bonito stock (Hondzukuri Ichiban-Dashi Katsuo; Ajinomoto) contained 4% (w/w) dry matter and had a nominal caloric density of 0.14 kcal/g. The macronutrient composition (per 100 g stock) was 3.44 g protein, 0.8 g ash, and 127 mg sodium; contents of lipid and carbohydrate were negligible (less than 0.1 g) (Honda et al. 2006) . Taste components per 100 g stock include substantial sour (640 mg lactate), bitter (651 mg bitter amino acids and peptides), umami (108 mg inosinate and glutamic acid), and sweet amino acids (26 mg glycine and alanine). In the present study, concentrations of dashi were expressed as the percentages for this stock.
Chemicals
All test chemicals were reagent grade. ZnSO 4 , citric acid, quinine hydrochloride (QHCl), sucrose, sodium chloride (NaCl), amiloride hydrochloride, taurine, l-alanine, l-lysine, l-proline, glycine, l-aspartic acid, l-arginine, l-serine, and MSG were purchased from Sigma. l-Histidine, l-leucine, l-phenylalanine, l-valine, l-isoleucine, l-threonine, l-methionine, IMP, and lactic acid were purchased from Acros Organics. Lactic acid was purchased as a stock solution (manufacturer: Tokyo Chemical Industry Co.) with its purity listed as >85% (d = 1.21), and hence, we assumed for simplicity that 1 mL of lactic acid stock added to 99 mL of vehicle yielded a solution of 0.9% (≈120 mM). All solutions were mixed fresh each day in Millipore filtered water. trial lasted 7.5 s. The third session was 10 min, and each trial lasted 5 s. The fourth and all subsequent sessions were 8 min, and each trial lasted 5 s except where noted below. During all sessions, the stimulus tube was positioned behind the shutter and then the shutter was opened. The mouse had 60 s to initiate a trial by making contact with the lick spout or the shutter closed. During a 10-s interpresentation interval, the computer positioned the next stimulus tube behind the shutter. A mouse could initiate as many trials as possible within each session. A half hour after the end of the session, each mouse was given free access to water in his home cage for an additional 20 min.
Conditioning
The procedures for conditioning an aversion to dashi were conducted over 3 sessions, 1 session per day. Food was removed from the cage 30 min prior to each conditioning session and was placed back on the cage after the water bottle was removed from the home cage. In the first session, mice were presented with 25% dashi as the conditioned stimulus (CS) for 5 s for a minimum of 10 trials with water trials randomly dispersed among the stimulus presentations. Immediately after the session, the mice were given an injection of LiCl (225 mg/kg, i.p.) or 0.9% NaCl (10 mL/kg, i.p.). This procedure was repeated for the second and third conditioning sessions. During these latter sessions, the mouse received an injection of LiCl if the mouse licked the CS at a rate ≥20% of water trials during the session. If lick rates for the CS were less than 20% of water lick rates, the mouse did not receive an injection after that session. The day after the third conditioning session, the mice were presented with only water during the session to allow the mice to recover from any lingering effects of LiCl treatment. If the mouse showed a weight loss or excessive drinking during the session, it was given a second session with water before testing.
Testing procedures
The following procedures were used in all of the experiments except those designed to test for generalization to l-amino acids. Testing occurred over 3 sessions, 1 session per day. The first 4 of the 5-s trials were water trials. Several steps were taken to prevent any systematic bias from stimulus order or postingestive effects from a specific taste stimulus (Ackroff et al. 2012) . The initial water trials were followed by the stimulus solutions of interest presented in a randomized block order, including water trials designated a priori as 0.0 mM. Each mouse was tested with a different order, and each stimulus solution was separated by 1-2 water trials. No test session lasted longer than 8 min. All solutions were sampled at least once by each mouse. When sampled multiple times, the average lick rate was used for data analyses. However, no data were used for a taste stimulus once lick rates on 3 consecutive water trials dropped below 50% of the lick rates detected in the first 4 trials. These stimuli were retested near the beginning of the next test session.
Controls for stimulus odors
Dried bonito dashi has a distinctive odor that can function as a cue (Kawasaki et al. 2008 (Kawasaki et al. , 2011 with which an aversion can be associated. In general, aversive conditioning of taste, odor, or flavor aversions is more effectively acquired if a novel or unfamiliar CS is paired with aversive stimulation such as the sensations elicited by an injection of LiCl. Because the purpose of the present study was to assess the taste qualities of dashi, several procedures were used to minimize potential olfactory cues. First, all mice were continuously exposed to the odor of dashi from 2 sources while in the test apparatus throughout the entire experiment. One source was by diffusion from open petri dishes filled with dashi stock solution located below the stimulus tray and 2 cm directly in front of the shutter opening. A second odor source was generated by air bubbled through dashi stock solution in a flask with an air pump and delivered by vinyl tubing to 2 locations at the front of the chamber. Tubing at 1 location provided a gentle flow of the dashi odor to the inside of the test chamber next to the shutter opening. Tubing at the second location was anchored outside the chamber directly above the shutter opening and provided a gentle flow of the odor to the nose of the mouse while the mouse made contact with the end of the stimulus tube.
In addition to the ambient exposure strategy, a more direct method of ZnSO 4 treatment was employed to disrupt olfactory epithelium (Ducray et al. 2002; McBride et al. 2003) . A solution of 5% ZnSO 4 plus 5% Marcaine in Bacteriostatic water (Hospira, Inc.) was administered on 2-3 consecutive days before the first conditioning session and once again the day before the first test session. Administration involved restraining the mouse and, using a micropipette, placing 10 µL of the solution on each naris. Because mice are obligatory nose breathers, the solution was inhaled on the next inhalation. The effectiveness of this treatment was evaluated using a potato chip test. This test was conducted in a standard mouse cage (20.3 cm depth × 25.4 cm width × 45.7 cm long) with 3 cm bedding uniformly covering the floor of the cage. The test measured the amount of time the mouse took to find a 1 cm × 1 cm piece of Dorito potato chip buried 2 cm below the surface of the bedding. Prior to training and testing, the mice were habituated to this cage for a minimum of 2 days before the first chip test and pre-exposed to the chips in their home cage. The first chip test was conducted just before the first ZnSO 4 treatment to provide a performance baseline on this test with an intact olfactory system. The second chip test was conducted just prior to the third ZnSO 4 treatment. If the mouse could not find the chip within 90 s (maximum duration of a trial), a third treatment was not administered. The final chip test was conducted after the last test session. Any mouse that found a chip in less than 90 s in by guest on November 4, 2016 http://chemse.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from the last test was excluded from the experiment. A deficit in olfactory search latency verified the compromised capacity of the mouse's olfactory system, but it did not necessarily indicate a complete loss of olfactory function. Nonetheless, the combined strategies minimized the potential cue function of the odor of dashi and test solutions during conditioning and testing.
Experimental designs
Dashi concentration-response gradient
The first experiment was conducted to determine the range of stimulus concentrations that would elicit an aversive response after conditioning an aversion for a CS of 25% dashi. Test solutions were 0%, 1%, 5%, 10%, 15%, and 25% dashi diluted with Millipore filtered water (v/v). Selection of these concentrations was based on preliminary experiments, and the concentrations for which C57BL/6N mice showed a preference for dashi (Kondoh, Matsunaga, Ueta, et al. 2012; Kondoh, Matsunaga, Yamazaki, et al. 2012 ).
Generalization to prototypical basic taste substances
The second experiment was designed to determine if a CTA to dried bonito dashi (CS = 25%) generalized to substances that represent basic tastes. Test solutions included 25% dashi (to verify the mouse had a conditioned aversion), 3 mM citric acid, 0.03 mM QHCl, 100 mM sucrose, 100 mM NaCl, and 100 mM MSG mixed with 0.1 mM amiloride. Each stimulus was presented 2 times during a session using 2 different sequences of stimulus presentations determined from a latin square. Difference sequences were used for each mouse each day to prevent the mouse from learning to anticipate the presentation of a particular taste stimulus. One to 2 water trials were presented between each taste solution.
Generalization to l-amino acids with IMP
Two experiments were designed to determine if mice generalized the aversion for dried bonito dashi (CS = 25%) to the individual l-amino acids identified in the dashi stock. In the first of these experiments, the pH of the amino acids was adjusted to 6.5-6.9 (neutral pH). Test concentrations for the amino acids are shown in Table 1 . Because dashi is weakly acidic (pH 5.7-5.8), in the second experiment (with only WT mice), the pH of all test solutions was adjusted to 5.7-5.8. The stimulus intensity of most of these substances is known to be enhanced synergistically by the presence of IMP (Yoshii et al. 1986 ). Because 0.5 mM IMP is present in dashi, all of the test solutions were mixed with 0.5 mM IMP. The test concentration for each amino acid was selected from previously published data based on detection and/or inherent aversive thresholds and with the assumption that mice could experience a synergy between the amino acid and IMP (Pritchard and Scott 1982; Iwasaki et al. 1985; Yoshii et al. 1986; Bachmanov et al. 2000; Bachmanov and Beauchamp 2008) . A concentration of 50 mM was selected for most substances following criteria similar to those described above. Some were adjusted because of the high concentration in dried bonito dashi (l-histidine, taurine) or possible differences in detection (l-histidine, l-valine) or aversion (l-lysine, l-arginine) threshold concentrations (Iwasaki et al. 1985) . Although taurine is not a standard amino acid, here it is treated as an amino acid for the sake of convenience because 1) its structure has some similarities to amino acids, 2) its concentration in dashi is relatively high (72.9 mg/100 mL dashi stock), and 3) it is frequently detected in amino acid measurements.
Because the number of test solutions was extensive for these experiments, test procedures were modified as follows. First, the duration of each trial was increased to 7.5 s to increase the sensitivity of each trial. Second, each mouse was tested in 2 sessions per day. The first session began in the morning 2.5 h after lights were turned on (7 AM). The second session began 6 h after the first session. No further access to water was made available for any mouse (although not used, contingencies were in place if the mouse's weight went below 85% of preexperiment baseline). Third, each mouse was presented with 2 trials of 25% dashi at the beginning of each test session. These 2 trials served to determine if the mouse exhibited an aversion for the dashi and to provide the mouse with a perceptual standard for comparison with subsequent test solutions. If a LiCl-injected mouse had a lick rate for CS solutions that exceeded 35% of lick rates for water on the first testing day, the mouse was presented with additional trials of the CS followed by a LiCl injection. If the lick rate was less than 35% of water, then the mouse was presented with 13 solutions per session, beginning with a water trial. Thereafter, taste solutions and water were alternated until the mouse either finished all 13 trials or 8 min had elapsed. A test solution was retested during the next session if the lick rates for water trials immediately before and after it dropped to less than 50% of the first 2 water trials of the session. All 17 test solutions (16 amino acids with IMP and IMP alone) were presented in random order over 3-4 sessions on 2 consecutive days. Each mouse was tested with a different order.
Generalization to l-amino acids mixed with lactic acid and IMP
Because lactic acid is a major component of dried bonito dashi (0.64% in dashi stock), it could influence the perception of some of the l-amino acids. Therefore, 4 additional experiments were conducted to test this hypothesis. The first identified when lick rates were significantly lower than lick rates during water trials in the absence of aversive conditioning. All trial and test conditions were identical to the CTA procedures, except the mice were not given any conditioning sessions. Test concentrations included 0.01%, 0.1%, 1%, 2.5%, 5%, and 10% lactic acid (1.3, 13, 130, 330, 670 , and 1300 mM, respectively) without adjusting the pH of any solution. The lowest concentration at which 23-h waterdeprived WT mice showed evidence of an inherent aversion was ~5%. The second experiment was a CTA-based experiment to determine the minimum concentration at which WT mice recognize the taste of lactic acid. Mice were conditioned with a CS = 6% lactic acid and tested with solutions of 0.3%, 1%, 3%, and 6% (40, 130, 400, and 800 mM, respectively). All of these solutions were adjusted to pH = 5.7-5.8. LiCl-injected mice showed significant reductions in normalized lick rates at 0.3% (mean = 78.3%, P < 0.05) and higher (P < 0.01). The third experiment was a CTA experiment in which LiCl-injected mice with a CTA for 25% dashi were tested to see if the aversion generalized to a 0.9% lactic acid solution. These mice showed no evidence of generalization to this solution (all lick rates > 90% of those for water). The results of these 3 preliminary experiments suggested that 0.9% lactic acid was 1) above detection threshold, 2) low enough by itself to not have an inherent aversion that affected lick rates of water-deprived mice, and 3) unlikely to reduce lick rates during test due to generalization of the CTA for dashi. The fourth experiment repeated the amino acid generalization experiment with each amino acid mixed with a vehicle solution of 0.9% (120 mM) lactic acid and 0.5 mM IMP in water.
Data analyses
Before any analyses were performed, each score for a taste stimulus was normalized to reduce variability due to differences in baseline lick rates and motivational states between mice. Normalization was accomplished by dividing the licks for a taste stimulus, including water trials a priori designated as 0.0 mM taste stimuli, by the mean lick rate of the mouse for water trials during the session, then multiplying by 100. Thus, a score near 100% meant that the stimulus was licked at a rate approximately equivalent to water and was not avoided. However, a score approaching 0% indicated avoidance of the stimulus. Any lick score of 0 was excluded from all analysis. The normalized scores were evaluated using a general linear model of analysis of variance (ANOVA) procedures for mixed factorial designs followed by post hoc tests (simple effects tests or t-tests with Bonferroni correction) where necessary. The data for an individual mouse were excluded from an experiment if the mouse 1) did not fail the chip test (it found the chip within 90 s), 2) did not sample all test solutions, or 3) was assigned to the LiCl-injection condition and did not show evidence of a CTA with a normalized lick rate of <35%.
Results
Dashi concentration-response gradient
The first experiment evaluated a range of concentrations of dried bonito dashi to determine what concentrations (0%, 1%, 5%, 10%, 15%, and 25%) WT and KO mice could identify and avoid after conditioning with a 25% concentration of dashi. Ten of 11 WT mice in each injection group met criteria and 8 of 10 KO mice in the control condition and 8 of 9 in the LiCl condition met criteria for inclusion of their data in the analysis. The initial analysis was a 3-way ANOVA for mixed designs with the injection condition (2 levels) and mouse type (2 levels) treated as between-subject variables and concentration (6 levels) treated as a within-subject variable. This analysis found all main effects and interactions significant (Ps < 0.001), including the 3-way interaction (F(5, 160) = 4.22, P < 0.001; Figure 1 ).
To evaluate further the concentration-response functions for each mouse type, the data for WT and KO mice were analyzed separately. The 2-way ANOVA performed on the data of the WT mice identified significant main effects of injection (F(1, 18) = 358.95, P < 0.001) and concentration (F(5, 90) = 37.63, P < 0.001) as well as the interactive effects between the 2 variables (F(5, 90) = 31.94, P < 0.001) on lick rates were detected. Simple effects tests showed that the LiCl-injected WT mice avoided the dashi at concentrations of 1% and higher (P < 0.01; Figure 1 , left panel). The analysis of the data for the T1R1 KO mice indicated that the effects of injection (F(1, 14) = 119.55, P < 0.0001), concentration (F(5, 70) = 23.61, P < 0.001), and their interaction (F(5, 70) = 29.09, P < 0.001) were significant (Figure 1, right panel) . Simple effects tests revealed that the normalized lick rates of the LiCl-injected KO mice decreased significantly when they were presented with dashi concentrations of 5% (P < 0.03) and higher (Ps < 0.001). These results show that both types of mice readily detected dried bonito dashi across a wide range of concentrations although KO mice are less sensitive than WT mice to low concentrations of dashi.
Dashi CTA generalization to 5 basic tastes
The second experiment tested the degree to which an aversion for dashi generalized to each representative of a basic taste quality. Nine of 10 WT mice met criteria in each injection condition. Seven of 7 NaCl-and 7 of 9 LiCl-injected KO mice also met the experimental criteria. The data for these mice were initially examined with a 3-way mixed ANOVA evaluating the between-subject effects of injection (2 levels) and mouse type (2 levels) and the within-subject effects of basic taste solutions (7 levels). This analysis found the main effects of injection and solutions, and all 2-way interactions except mouse type by injection were significant at P < 0.001. In addition, the 3-way interaction between mouse type, injection, and solution was significant (F(6, 168) = 2.19, P < 0.05; Figure 2 ). These interactions were evaluated further by partitioning the data by mouse type.
To analyze the data for WT mice, a 2-way mixed ANOVA was used to examine the between-subject effects of injection (2 levels) and within-subject effects of basic taste solutions (7 levels). Both main effects (injection: F(1, 16) = 78.23, P < 0.001; basic taste solutions: F(6, 96) = 13.69, P < 0.001) and their interaction (F(6, 96) = 12.98, P < 0.001) were significant (Figure 2, left panel) . Simple effects tests verified a strong aversion to dashi (P < 0.0001) in the LiCl-injected mice. These mice also avoided all of the other compounds compared with NaCl-injected control mice (Ps < 0.025 or less). Because this effect did not appear equivalent for all substances and because 0.03 mM quinine appeared to have a mild inherent aversion by itself, the normalized scores for the LiCl-injected mice were subtracted from the mean normalized lick rate of NaCl-injected mice for each substance. For example, the individual scores for quinine of LiCl-injected mice were subtracted from the mean normalized lick rate (77.56) for quinine by the saline-injected mice. A 1-way ANOVA indicated that there were significant differences in avoidance of each substance (F(5, 40) = 10.75, P < 0.001). Bonferroni corrected t-tests (P < 0.01) indicated that the aversion to dashi generalized significantly more to sucrose than to the other compounds except citric acid.
The 2-way ANOVA applied to the normalized lick rates of the T1R1 KO mice revealed significant effects of injection (F(1, 12) = 47.61, P < 0.001), basic taste solutions (F(6, 72) = 27.63, P < 0.001), and their interaction (F(6, 72) = 15.98, P < 0.001; Figure 2 , right panel). Simple effects Figure 1 Concentration-response gradients for WT (left panel) and T1R1 KO (right panel) mice conditioned to avoid a CS of 25% dried bonito dashi. The y axis represents lick rates for each taste stimulus normalized to the mean lick rate for water, then multiplied by 100. A score of 100 indicates no aversion, and a score near 0 represents avoidance of the substance. NaCl-injected mice (solid line and filled circle) for each strain showed no aversion to dashi. LiClinjected WT and KO mice significantly decreased their lick rates of dashi at concentrations of 1% and 5%, respectively, and higher. Significant differences between NaCl-and LiCl-injected groups: *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001.
Figure 2
Stimulus generalization of a CTA for dried bonito dashi to 5 basic taste compounds by WT (left panel) and T1R1 KO (right panel) mice. LiClinjected mice showed a strong aversion for 25% dashi. Normalized lick rates of LiCl-injected WT mice (left panel) were significantly lower for all 5 taste stimuli: citric acid (CA), QHCl, sucrose, NaCl, and MSG mixed with 0.1 mM amiloride (MSGA) compared with the rates of NaCl-injected mice. LiCl-injected KO mice showed significant generalization of the CTA to CA, QHCl, and sucrose but not to NaCl or MSGA. These results indicate that taste qualities of dashi include 5 recognized basic tastes for WT mice but only sweet, sour, and bitter for KO mice. Significant differences between NaCl-and LiCl-injected groups: *P < 0.025, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001. by guest on November 4, 2016 http://chemse.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from tests indicated that LiCl-injected KO mice readily avoided 25% dashi (P < 0.001) as well as 0.03 mM QHCl (P < 0.01), 3 mM citric acid, and 0.1 M sucrose (P < 0.05) compared with NaCl-injected KO. However, this aversion did not generalize to 0.1 M NaCl or 0.1 M MSG mixed with amiloride.
To determine if the response patterns of the KO mice were similar to WT mice, 2 additional ANOVAs were completed. The first compared the normalized lick rate data of the NaClinjected mice of both mouse genotypes for the test solutions and the second similarly compared the data of the LiClinjected mice. The genotype (2 levels) × injection (2 levels) × substance (7 levels) ANOVA for mixed designs applied to the NaCl groups found no significant difference in lick rates for any of the substances tested. However, the ANOVA used to evaluate the data of LiCl-injected mice revealed a significant interaction between injection and test substance variables (F(6, 91) = 3.72, P < 0.001; Figure 2 , right panel). Simple effects tests indicated that LiCl-injected KO mice licked significantly less for QHCl (P < 0.005) and significantly more for MSG mixed with amiloride (P < 0.014) than the WT mice. Although response differences for sucrose approached significance (P < 0.07), the 2 mouse genotypes did not differ in their normalized lick rates for sucrose or citric acid. Thus, compared with WT mice, KO mice generalized their aversion for dashi somewhat differently to the prototypical substances of the basic tastes. The KO mice showed no evidence of generalization to NaCl or glutamate, whereas WT mice did. Moreover, the KO mice appeared to perceive dashi as more bitter than the WT mice.
Dashi CTA generalization to l-amino acids with IMP (pH = 6.5-6.9) This experiment was designed to determine if a CTA of dried bonito dashi generalized to individual amino acids mixed with IMP at a neutral pH. Eight of 9 WT NaCl-injected mice and all 8 LiCl-injected mice met criteria for inclusion in the study. Likewise, 8 of 9 KO mice in the NaCl injection condition and 8 of 11 KO mice in LiCl-injection condition met all experimental criteria and were included in the data analyses. The 3-way mixed-factor ANOVA found all main effects (P < 0.001), all 2-way interactions (P < 0.001), and the 3-way interaction (F(17, 476) = 2.14, P < 0.005; Figure 3 ) significant. Because the interactions were all significant, these data were partitioned by mouse type and analyzed further.
The mixed ANOVA applied to the data of the WT mice also revealed significant main effects of injection (F(1, 14) = 27.89, P < 0.001), solution (F(17, 238) = 4.59, P < 0.001), and their interaction (F(17, 238) = 4.36, P < 0.001). A 1-way ANOVA of the data for the NaCl group detected no significant difference between lick rates for any amino acid, but the ANOVA of the lick rates of LiCl-injected mice did (F(17, 119) = 5.11, P < 0.0001). Simple effects tests revealed a strong aversion to the dashi solution for all LiCl-injected mice (P < 0.001). This aversion generalized to l-histidine, l-aspartic acid (Ps < 0.001), l-alanine, l-proline, glycine, l-serine, (Ps < 0.01), and MSG (P < 0.025), but not for other amino acids. However, no amino acid induced avoidance to the same magnitude as dashi.
The 2-way ANOVA used to evaluate the data for the KO mice also revealed significant differences between lick rates for the test substances (F(17, 238) = 9.81, P < 0.001) and a significant interaction between injection conditions and test substances (F(17, 238) = 11.93, P < 0.001). Visual inspection of these data (Figure 3) , however, suggested that these effects were likely due to a significant aversion to dashi only, with little evidence of generalization. To prevent an unnecessary inflation of experiment-wise error rates from a series of simple effects tests, a second 2-way ANOVA was conducted, which excluded the lick rate data for dashi. None of the variables approached significance in this ANOVA (Fs ≤ 1.30). These analyses show that, even though these KO mice readily learned a CTA for dashi, they did not generalize this aversion to any of the amino acids tested in this experiment when their pH was neutral.
Dashi CTA generalization to l-amino acids with IMP (pH = 5.7-5.8)
Adjusting the pH of each solution to a more acidic level that matches the pH of dried bonito dashi (pH 5.7-5.8) reduced the amount of generalization of the CTA for dashi to individual amino acids by WT mice (Figure 4 ). Seven of 8 WT mice in the NaCl group and 6 of 9 in the LiCl group reached criteria for inclusion in the experiment. The mixed ANOVA of these data identified significant main effects of injection (F(1, 11) = 61.65, P < 0.0001), solution (F(17, 187) = 5.89, P < 0.0001), and a significant interaction between these 2 variables (F(17, 187) = 6.82, P < 0.0001). The ANOVA evaluating the data of the saline group did not detect any differences between amino acid test substances, but the ANOVA on the LiCl condition did (F(17, 84) = 6.71, P < 0.0001). Simple effects tests comparing the normalized lick rates for 25% dashi verified a strong aversion in LiCl-injected mice compared with NaCl-injected mice (P < 0.001). This aversion generalized to l-histidine, l-alanine, l-aspartic acid (all Ps < 0.001), and, to a lesser extent, MSG (P < 0.01). In this case, the normalized scores of LiCl mice for l-alanine were nearly as low as they were for 25% dashi (P = 0.116).
Dashi CTA generalization to l-amino acids with IMP and lactic acid (pH = 5.7-5.8)
The nature of the generalization of the CTA for dried bonito dashi to individual amino acids was altered when 0.9% lactic acid was added to the amino acid solutions and the pH was adjusted to match that of the dashi. Eight of 10 WT mice in each injection condition, 7 of 9 KO mice in the NaCl injection condition, and 8 of 11 KO mice in the LiCl-injection condition met criteria for inclusion in the experiment. Their data were analyzed first with lick rates for dashi included and then a second time with the dashi data removed from the by guest on November 4, 2016 http://chemse.oxfordjournals.org/
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Figure 4
Stimulus generalization of a CTA for dried bonito dashi to slightly acidic amino acids by WT mice. All amino acids (mixed with 0.5 mM IMP) had a pH of 5.7-5.8. The y axis represents normalized lick rate as in Figure 2 . LiCl-injected WT mice showed a strong aversion for dashi and significant lower lick rates for l-histidine (HIS), l-alanine (ALA), l-aspartic acid (ASP), and MSG. These data indicate the aversion for dashi generalized to these amino acids at the same pH as dashi and that these amino acids elicit at least some taste qualities that are similar to those elicited by dashi. ARG, l-arginine; GLY, glycine; ILE, l-isoleucine; LEU, l-leucine; LYS, l-lysine; MET, l-methionine; PHE, l-phenylalanine; PRO, l-proline; SER, l-serine; TAU, taurine; THR, l-threonine; VAL, l-valine. Significant differences between NaCl-and LiCl-injected groups: **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001.
Figure 3
Stimulus generalization of a CTA for dried bonito dashi to amino acids at neutral pH by WT (top panel) and KO (bottom panel) mice. All amino acids were mixed with 0.5 mM IMP and had a pH of 6.5-6.9. The y axis represents normalized lick rates as in Figure 2 . All LiCl-injected mice showed a strong CTA to dashi. LiCl-injected WT mice showed significant generalization of their CTA to l-histidine (HIS), l-alanine (ALA), l-proline (PRO), glycine (GLY), l-aspartic acid (ASP), l-serine (SER), and MSG, indicating the aversion for dried bonito dashi generalized to these amino acids and that they elicit at least some taste qualities that are similar to those elicited by dashi. LiCl-injected KO mice showed a strong aversion to dashi, but the aversion did not generalize to any other test substance. ARG, l-arginine; ILE, l-isoleucine; LEU, l-leucine; LYS, l-lysine; MET, l-methionine; PHE, l-phenylalanine; TAU, taurine; THR, l-threonine; VAL, l-valine. Significant differences between NaCl-and LiCl-injected groups: *P < 0.025, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001.
by guest on November 4, 2016 http://chemse.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from data set ( Figure 5 ). The 3-factor ANOVA used to evaluate these normalized lick rates detected significant main effects and interactions for all 3 variables, including the 3-way interaction (F(17, 459) = 2.70, P < 0.001). The data were then partitioned by genotype for further analysis. The ANOVA applied to the WT data indicated significant effects of injection (F(1, 14) = 92.04, P < 0.001), solution (F(17, 238) = 3.29, P < 0.001), and the interaction between these 2 variables (F(17, 238) = 3.67, P < 0.001). An ANOVA evaluating the data of the saline group did not detect any differences between lick rates for any of the amino acid test substances, indicating that none of the test solutions had inherent aversive qualities detectable within these experimental procedures. Simple effects tests indicated that LiClinjected mice, compared with NaCl-injected mice, exhibited a strong aversion to 25% dashi (P < 0.001) and emitted significantly lower lick rates for taurine, l-aspartic acid (both Ps < 0.001), glycine, l-phenylalanine, l-valine, l-arginine, l-serine, MSG (all 6 Ps < 0.01), l-alanine, l-leucine, and l-proline (all 3 Ps < 0.025) in the presence of IMP and lactic acid ( Figure 5) . Interestingly, the CTA for dashi evoked strong generalization to taurine and IMP under these conditions. Normalized lick rates for taurine were significantly lower than the IMP vehicle solution (P < 0.05) but did not differ from lick rates for the dashi. These findings suggest that the individual amino acids, presented in the more complex vehicle of 0.9% lactic acid and IMP (pH = 5.7-5.8), elicited tastes in the mouse that may be more comparable to that elicited by dashi. It should be noted, however, that l-histidine was not avoided by mice as it was when mice were tested without lactic acid as part of the mixture. In contrast, mice strongly generalized the aversion to taurine in the presence of lactic acid, whereas in the previous experiments (Figures 3  and 4) , there was little evidence of generalization.
An ANOVA of the data for the KO mice showed that lick rates were significantly affected by test solutions (F(17, 222) = 14.82, P < 0.001) and by the interaction between injection condition and solution (F(17, 222) = 17.56, P < 0.001). All amino acids were mixed with 0.9% lactic acid, 0.5 mM IMP, and had a pH of 5.7-5.8. The y axis represents normalized lick rates as in Figure 2 . All LiClinjected mice showed a strong aversion for dashi. When WT mice were tested with individual amino acids, normalized lick rates were significantly lower for taurine (TAU), l-alanine (ALA), l-leucine (LEU), l-proline (PRO), glycine (GLY), l-phenylalanine (PHE), l-aspartic acid (ASP), l-valine (VAL), l-arginine (ARG), l-serine (SER), and MSG, but not for l-histidine (HIS). They also exhibited significantly lower lick rates for IMP. The lick rates for TAU were significantly lower than the IMP solution (P < 0.05). LiCl-injected KO mice did not show evidence of generalization to any test stimuli. Adding lactic acid appeared to enhance generalization to some test solutions such as TAU and suppress generalization to HIS in WT mice but not KO mice. ILE, l-isoleucine; LYS, l-lysine; MET, l-methionine; THR, l-threonine. Significant differences between NaCl-and LiCl-injected groups: *P < 0.025, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001.
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A second ANOVA, without the dashi data, failed to detect any effects of the injection or test solutions on normalized lick rates. Together, these data suggest that without the T1R1 receptor, these mice were incapable of detecting amino acids in dashi or of detecting the amino acids presented during testing. A summary of the findings for the WT and KO mice is shown in Table 2 .
Comparisons across amino acid test conditions
Because WT mice appeared to respond differently to some amino acids across the 3 amino acid experimental conditions, their normalized lick data were evaluated using a 3-way ANOVA comparing the NaCl-and LiCl-injected WT mice tested with amino acid solutions in neutral pH, pH adjusted to 5.7-5.8, and pH adjusted to 5.7-5.8 with 0.9% lactic acid conditions. The main effects of injection and amino acids and all interactions of amino acids with injection and experimental conditions were significant, including the 3-way interaction (F(32, 624) = 2.10, P < 0.001).
A 3-way ANOVA comparing the lick rates for amino acids tested in the neutral and pH-adjusted conditions did not detect any differences associated with these 2 experimental test conditions. However, the 3-way ANOVA comparing lick rates of WT mice tested in the pH-adjusted (5.7-5.8) condition to the lick rates for amino acids with lactic acid added to the solutions detected significant differences for all main effects and interactions involving experimental conditions. This included the 3-way interaction between injection, amino acids, and the 2 experimental conditions (F(16, 400) = 3.24, P < 0.001).
Discussion
The role of dried bonito dashi as a cooking stock that enhances flavor and increases food palatability in Japanese cuisine is well established (Takahashi 2009). In addition to its flavor enhancing action, studies have revealed health-related, functional roles of dried bonito dashi. For example, dashi has been shown to improve recovery from physical fatigue in mice (Murakami 2004 ) and reduce anxiety in rats (Funatsu et al. 2014) . In humans, dashi improves symptoms of shoulder stiffness (Nozawa et al. 2007 ), visual fatigue (Honda et al. 2006) , dry and rough skin conditions (Yamada et al. 2006) , and mood (Kuroda and Nozawa 2008) . It is thought that the dominant taste of dried bonito dashi is umami (Maehashi et al. 1999; Yamaguchi and Ninomiya 2000) primarily due to the concentration of IMP in the stock solution. Like humans, Table 2 Summary of generalization of conditioned aversion to 25% dashi in WT and T1R1 KO mice rats and mice also show concentration-dependent preferences for dried bonito dashi (Kondoh, Matsunaga, Ueta, et al. 2012; Kondoh, Matsunaga, Yamazaki, et al. 2012 ). These preferences, seen in 48-h 2-bottle choice tests, increase as the rodents gain experience with dashi, probably as a result of associating taste and odor sensations with consumption of dashi rather than from postingestive effects (Ackroff et al. 2014 ). This study had 2 primary goals to test this idea. One goal was to determine if mice detected primarily an umami sensation when tasting dried bonito dashi or if they detected other basic tastes as well using CTA methods. The second goal was to gain insights into elements of the transduction and signaling processes that might be activated by dashi. Generalization of a CTA to a test solution readily occurs if the test solution elicits taste qualities that are similar to the CS solution (stimulus generalization); in general, the greater the similarity of the tastes of the 2 substances, the greater the amount of avoidance of the test solution Spector 2003) . In these experiments, mice generalized an aversion of dashi to other stimuli eliciting similar taste sensations. We used several strategies to prevent the mice from associating the aversive sensations of LiCl with odor sensations associated with dashi and force them to focus on its taste sensations. Although it is possible that these mice were still capable of some olfactory function, the taste cues should have been far more salient and more readily associated with the effects of LiCl than any residual olfactory cues during conditioning and testing. Frank et al. (2003) have shown that even when the CS is a binary or tertiary taste compound, rats can still recognize the component qualities of the mixture. Because umami is believed to be the primary taste elicited by dashi (Yamaguchi and Ninomiya 2000) and the taste receptors and sensory mechanisms underlying umami taste may also function as l-amino acid detectors (Nelson et al. 2002) , we anticipated strong generalization of a CTA for dashi to IMP, l-glutamate, and to other l-amino acids mixed with IMP that share taste qualities with l-glutamate and weaker generalization to other nonumami compounds. In view of the diverse composition of dried bonito dashi, it was not surprising to learn that WT mice generalized their CTA for dashi to all prototypical representatives of the 5 basic tastes defined in human psychophysical literature. However, these mice generalized this CTA much more to citric acid, quinine, and sucrose than they did to NaCl or MSG mixed with amiloride. Sour and bitter taste qualities might arise from nonumami compounds in dashi such as lactic acid (sour) or some of the amino acids such as l-histidine, that have been associated with bitter qualities in humans (Schiffman et al. 1981) . To minimize the taste of Na + associated with MSG, amiloride was added to MSG in this experiment to allow the taste of the l-glutamate anion to be the most salient sensation. Adding amiloride to MSG results in strong, bidirectional generalization of CTA between isomolar concentrations of MSG and sucrose in rats (Yamamoto et al. 1991; Chaudhari et al. 1996; Stapleton et al. 1999; Heyer et al. 2003 ), suggesting that rats perceive these 2 substances as similar. In this study, generalization of dashi CTA to 0.1 M sucrose was much greater than to 0.1 M MSG with amiloride, indicating that dashi-elicited sensations that were more comparable to sucrose than MSG. These findings suggest that, at least to WT mice, dried bonito dashi appears to elicit a complex taste, which is considerably more than umami, and may not even be dominated by umami sensations.
One must, however, avoid concluding that this profile of generalization might be the only one possible. The degree of generalization of a CTA can be influenced by quantitative as well as qualitative similarities between stimulus features of the CS and the subsequent taste stimuli used for generalization testing Ninomiya and Funakoshi 1989; Stapleton et al. 1999; Heyer et al. 2003; Spector 2003) . The concentration of each test solution in this study was selected from previous studies in which mice generally showed weak but clearly detectable changes in preference toward the substance. At this concentration, mice can recognize its taste qualities, but the stimulus is not so intense that it overstimulates the taste system or adds side tastes that emerge at higher concentrations (Pritchard and Scott 1982; Iwasaki et al. 1985; Yoshii et al. 1986; Finger et al. 2005; Bachmanov and Beauchamp 2008) . With the exception of 0.03 mM quinine, mice did not show an inherent (unconditioned) aversion to any test substances. The aversion to quinine was unexpected because other investigators using preference methods had not reported an inherent aversion at this concentration (Finger et al. 2005) but may have appeared in this experiment as a result of the combination of CTA methods and the taste qualities of quinine. The concentrations selected for the solutions used for generalization testing may be well above or below the perceived intensity of the taste quality in dashi and, thus, would affect the degree of CTA generalization. Nevertheless, the profile of generalization observed for the LiCl-injected WT mice suggests that the perceived taste of dashi is complex with detectable taste qualities of all basic tastes and is not dominated by the umami sensation elicited by glutamate and IMP.
Besides l-glutamate and IMP, umami taste qualities can be elicited by other l-amino acids (Maehashi et al. 1999; Delay et al. 2004 ). Analyses of dried bonito dashi identified a large number of free amino acids, taurine, and IMP (Table 1 ). An obvious question then was whether one or more of these amino acids, mixed with IMP, might elicit taste qualities that are similar to those elicited by dashi. The first experiment tested all solutions with a pH between 6.5 and 6.9 to avoid adding a potential sour quality to each solution. A taste aversion to dashi generalized to a cluster of l-amino acids mixed with 0.5 mM IMP, including l-histidine, l-aspartic acid, l-alanine, l-proline, l-serine, glycine, and MSG without amiloride. Interestingly, there is a substantial amount of l-histidine in dashi (Table 1) , and in humans, l-histidine by guest on November 4, 2016 http://chemse.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from is generally thought to have a bitter taste (Schiffman et al. 1981) . Generalization of the CTA to l-histidine was among the strongest under this pH condition. Perhaps l-histidine contributes to the bitter quality to which mice generalized their CTA when quinine was tested. l-Histidine intake and preference significantly decreased with increasing concentration in C57BL/6ByJ and 129P3/J mice (Bachmanov and Beauchamp 2008) . The amount of generalization to l-histidine was unchanged when the pH of the test solutions was adjusted to 5.7-5.8 using HCl, whereas other amino acids (l-proline, glycine, and l-serine) appeared to lose their ability to elicit taste qualities that the mice detected in dashi. This might be due to a suppressive effect by HCl added to decrease the pH. All 3 of these amino acids elicit sweet sensations in humans (Schiffman et al. 1981) and may be susceptible to known suppressive interactions between acids and sugars (Schifferstein and Frijters 1990; Bonnans and Noble 1993; Breslin 1996; Keast and Breslin 2003; Marsh et al. 2006; Green et al. 2010 ). On the other hand, this effect was not seen when the vehicle solution included 0.9% lactic acid. Because of the large number of test solutions, testing was limited to one concentration of each amino acid. Testing with additional concentrations might lead to different results. Nevertheless, at the concentrations tested, the pH of the amino acid solutions appeared to have an impact on the magnitude of generalization of CTA.
In our diet, lactic acid is the most frequently ingested organic acid observed in lactic fermented foods such as cheese, yogurt, pickles, miso, vinegar, and wine. Lactic acid, like other organic acids, interacts with other taste substances by either suppressing or enhancing the intensity of their tastes (Breslin 1996; Gilbertson et al. 1997; Kang et al. 2007; Green et al. 2010) . We wanted to determine if lactic acid had an effect on the generalization of the aversion to the individual amino acids. The effects of an acid on taste can depend on its chemical nature, such as whether it is inorganic or organic, and its concentration (Keast and Breslin 2003) . At 0.9% (≈120 mM), lactic acid is recognizable as a taste stimulus to mice but is well below a concentration that is inherently aversive for water-deprived mice. Surprisingly, WT mice generalized their CTA of dashi to a larger array of amino acids (all adjusted to a pH of 5.7-5.8) when this concentration of lactic acid was added to the vehicle. In humans, low to medium concentrations of organic acids can enhance the intensity of sweet and salt sensations although the strength of this effect is dependent on pH and test conditions (Breslin 1996) . In complex food systems such as ramen soups, low concentrations of lactic acid can enhance sour, salty, beefy, and other flavors, if the attributes of the system are congruent with sourness. On the other hand, organic acids suppress sweet tastes elicited by fruit pulp (Marsh et al. 2006) . Adding lactic acid to the vehicle solution resulted in significant increases in the magnitude of generalization of the CTA to l-leucine, l-phenylalanine, l-valine, and l-arginine. WT mice also generalized their CTA to the vehicle solution of IMP and lactic acid mixed in water, suggesting that generalization to some of these amino acids might be due to lactic acid interacting with IMP. However, it is important to note that this effect was not universal to all l-amino acids because normalized lick rates for l-lysine, l-isoleucine, l-threonine, and l-methionine were unchanged by lactic acid. In addition, l-histidine did not induce any generalization of the CTA, even though it had evoked strong generalization in both experiments without lactic acid, suggesting that lactic acid suppressed or altered the taste of l-histidine. Moreover, taurine did not induce generalization without lactic acid present. However, when lactic acid was added, WT mice generalized their CTA to taurine more than to the vehicle solution, indicating enhancement or alteration of the taste of taurine. The combination of enhancement and suppression of CTA generalization to different amino acids suggests that lactic acid has the potential to influence afferent signaling of taste sensation.
The possibility that acid stimuli may be able to interact with signaling of umami, sweet, or bitter stimuli initiated by type II taste sensory cells has been suggested (Roper 2013) although how that might occur is unknown. There are several mechanisms by which lactic acid could affect taste receptor functioning, downstream transduction, and/or cellto-cell signaling within taste buds. Lactic acid, like citric acid, may be able to enhance taste cell responses to stimuli (sweet, salt, glycine, acid) that depolarize receptor cells, but not responses to stimuli that do not depolarize taste sensory cells (Gilbertson et al. 1997) . Sour stimuli appear to activate type III cells through candidate receptors (Ugawa et al. 1998 (Ugawa et al. , 2003 Ishimaru et al. 2006; Shimada et al. 2006; Arai et al. 2010) or other mechanisms (Teramae et al. 2010; Halestrap 2013; Kekuda et al. 2013) . Besides activating type III cells, lactic acid may bias or modulate the response of these cells to signals from type II cells that respond to l-amino acids and/or IMP, perhaps by altering the response of these cells to purinergic signals from type II cells responding to l-amino acids and/or IMP (Finger et al. 2005) . Although the data presented here do not favor one mechanism over another, they argue that the taste sensory cells within taste buds function as a collective unit to shape the afferent signal. Understanding how lactic acid might affect signaling mechanisms may yield insights into how complex taste mixtures are encoded.
The umami receptor, T1R1 + T1R3, is generally considered important for detecting l-amino acids. Previously, results of preference and nerve recording experiments suggest that deleting the Tas1r1 gene as described for our KO mice eliminates all responses to l-amino acids without affecting other basic tastes (Zhao et al. 2003) . However, other authors, who experimented with an independently developed T1R1 KO mouse strain in which the entire gene sequence was removed, reported that their KO mice showed only a reduced ability to respond to sweet and umami substances but no synergism when IMP is present (Kusuhara et al. 2013) . In this study, T1R1 KO mice derived by Zhao et al. (2003) readily learned the aversion to dashi and generalized this aversion to sweet, sour, and bitter basic tastes but not to salt and umami tastes. T1R1 KO mice with an aversion for dashi also exhibited no change in normalized lick rates for any amino acid solution under either pH condition or when mixed with lactic acid. When compared with WT mice, it is curious that these KO mice showed no evidence of generalizing their CTA to NaCl, even though salts such as NaCl have been identified in dried bonito dashi, and these KO mice have previously been shown to respond to NaCl without apparent deficit (Zhao et al. 2003) . Similarly, amino acids that activate bitter receptors (Kohl et al. 2013; Bassoli et al. 2014) were expected to elicit some degree of generalization of CTA because these mice are able to detect bitter as they did in the first experiment. In view of the residual effects of a more complete deletion of the Tas1r1 gene in mice developed in another laboratory (Kusuhara et al. 2013) , our data suggest that the genetic deletion of the Tas1r1 gene in this strain of KO mice not only alters umami and l-amino acid taste but may also indirectly affect sensitivity of other basic tastes.
In summary, although it is generally assumed that the fundamental taste of dried bonito dashi is umami, WT mice with compromised olfactory systems generalized a learned aversion for dried bonito dashi to all 5 basic tastes. Moreover, T1R1 KO mice also showed generalization of the aversion to all but salt and umami stimuli. These data suggest that the taste of dried bonito dashi is a much more complex taste than previously suggested. It would be very interesting to determine if humans also perceive the taste of dashi as similarly complex. The potential ability of individual amino acids mixed with IMP to contribute to the taste qualities of dried bonito dashi was also tested. WT mice generalized the learned aversion to a subset of l-amino acids, which elicit sweet, bitter, and umami tastes in humans. Adding lactic acid enhanced this generalization in some amino acids, taurine, and IMP but suppressed generalization to l-histidine. These findings suggest that lactic acid may play an important role in the enhancing or suppressing taste sensations elicited by dried bonito dashi. T1R1 KO mice did not show generalization of the learned aversion to any of the amino acids, with or without lactic acid, suggesting that the genetic deletion severely compromised their ability to detect the taste qualities elicited by these compounds.
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